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Prima Ballerina
The ‘ballerina’ lampshade holds a special place in the lexicon of lampshades and shade making history. Recognisable for its
Edwardian silhouette, twist and frills, the ballerina shade marks a time when electrification led to a surge in the design and
manufacture of light fittings for the home. Few people remain with the experience and dexterity to make the ballerina shade.
Prima Ballerina draws expressively on the narrative of this iconic shade, demonstrating on a grand scale a seamless blend of
the traditional skill of the Rakumba craftswomen and contemporary design.
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Prima Ballerina Floor Lamp
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PRIMA BALLERINA FLOOR LAMP R-1201F
DESIGN: SIMONE LeAMON 2012 RAKUMBA DESIGN COLLABORATION
MATERIALS: POWDER COATED STEEL, ALUMINIUM, COPPER, ABS, ACRYLIC, FABRIC
LAMP: 1 x 15W LED ARRAY 1800LM, 3000K
FULL ELECTRONIC DIMMING WITH MEMORY FUNCTION
DIMENSIONS: Ø 1450 X 2000H

BLACK SHADE / BLACK STAND

•

A leading Australian artist and designer, Simone LeAmon’s protean
inventiveness has been applied to an array of commercial and cultural
production, including product design, site-specific and interior design,
jewellery, limited edition collectibles and design-artwork for exhibition.
Appearing in galleries and showrooms around the world, her projects explore
the role of storytelling through process and material. In 2007, Simone was
identified as one of the world’s most exciting designers (&fork, Phaidon Press
UK). In 2009, Simone received The Cecily and Colin Rigg Contemporary
Design Award (National Gallery of Victoria), one of the most coveted
accolades in Australian design.
www.simoneleamon.com

Developed in collaboration between designer and manufacturer, Prima Ballerina is the second of the distinctive lighting
products by Simone LeAmon for Rakumba Lighting. Initiating the Rakumba Design Collaborations in August 2010, we
are committed to developing new product ideas with the best design talent and manufacturing capabilities in Australia.

Rakumba has been producing custom-made feature lighting for the Australian design industry since 1968. Collaborating
with designers across a wide range of sectors from commercial to residential, we take pride in our bespoke service,
onsite prototyping skills and ability to deliver on any scale of project.
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